The effect of the choice of control allocation scheme upon individual control effector rate demands is examined.
INTRODUCTION
The adverse effect of time delays between pilot input and airplane response upon the flying qualities of airplanes has been previously reported 1, 2, 3, 4 . Time delays may arise from many sources, including the natural response of the airframe, transport delays in flight control computation, and rate-limiting of the control surfaces.
Control surface rate limit saturation has contributed to several airplane mishaps as in the cases of the F-22 on 25
April 1992 5 and the Gripen loss on 8 August 1992 6 . Actuator rate limiting has been identified as one of the major contributors to catastrophic Pilot Induced Oscillations (PIO) 7, 8 .
Attempts to deal with rate-limiting fall into two categories. The hardware solution is to provide faster actuators.
Faster actuators require more power from the prime mover, normally the aircraft hydraulic system. There is a practical upper limit to the number and size of hydraulic pumps available in the design of a modern tactical airplane.
Once the maximum actuator rates are fixed, then if rate-limiting is identified as a problem, software solutions may be required 7, 8, 9, 10 .
A basic premise of this paper is that it is better to avoid rate-limiting than it is to compensate for it. The problems associated with rate-limiting go beyond the potential for catastrophic PIO, and range from integrator windup to the deterioration of acceptable flying qualities. Avoidance can be accomplished only by understanding the ratelimiting characteristics of the control allocation, or distribution, scheme being employed.
With the advent of multiply redundant control effectors, the rate-limiting question becomes more complicated.
Given multiply redundant control effectors, different effectors have different deflection and rate limits. These control effectors are used in combinations that are determined by the control allocation scheme that is applied. Of the several allocation schemes available to the designer each allocation scheme drives effectors in different combinations, hence at different rates.
The maximum rate at which each control surface can move is a nonlinear function of deflection angle, direction of travel, and the hinge moments transmitted by air loads on the surface. When a surface moves away from its freefloat (zero hinge moment) position it opposes the hinge moment, and its maximum rate is usually much lower than when moving toward its free-float position. Figures cited for maximum rate capabilities are usually those that obtain with no air loads on the surface. During low speed, high angle-of-attack maneuvering the dynamic pressure is relatively low, and the cited no-load maximum rate capabilities are assumed adequate for analysis.
The problem addressed in this paper is as follows: given arbitrary time histories of input moments, determine which control allocation scheme best performs in the presence of control effector rate and position limits.
ALLOCATION METHODS
The allocation methods to be examined consist of three previously reported methods: direct allocation 11, 12, 13 , generalized inverses 14, 15, 16, 17 , and daisy-chaining 18, 19 . One new method will be introduced that derives from the direct allocation concept, and that exploits the maximum moment-rate generating capabilities of a set of control effectors. We will refer to the new method as moment-rate allocation (MRA).
Generalized Inverses
The three orthogonal moments are generated by m control effectors, m > 3, according to m = Bu. Generalized inverse solutions are obtained by selecting a constant mx3 matrix P that satisfies BP = I. The controls are then allocated by the generalized inverse in response to a desired moment m d according to u GI = Pm d , in which u GI refers to the controls thus determined. We assume that B (and hence, P) is not a function of the instantaneous rates of change of m or u. In response to time varying moments the required rates of control deflection are then given bẏ
If P is the minimum norm (pseudo-inverse) solution, u GI = Pm d minimizes the Euclidean norm of the vector u GI . Since ṁ is related to u in the same manner as m is related to u (ṁ = Bu ), use of the pseudo-inverse P and the resulting u GI = Pṁ d minimizes the Euclidean norm of the vector u GI .
Generalized inverses are the only control allocation scheme considered here that admit analysis of the rate demands placed on individual control effectors. If P is partitioned into row vectors r 1 r m , then the rate demand placed on the ith control effector is simply u i = r i m d.
Daisy-chaining
Daisy-chaining solutions are obtained by partitioning the control vector and the B matrix into k groups that are employed successively as preceding groups of controls are saturated. In general, we have
Each of the B i , i = 1 .. k, are assumed to be of full rank, and are inverted (using generalized inverses if necessary) to produce P 1 , P 2 , ... P k , such that B i P i = I. The controls in u j , 1 j k, are employed only if one (or more) of the controls in each of u i , i j, is saturated. If one or more of the controls in u i , i j, has reached saturation, then the next group is employed to make up the difference.
There are at least two ways to deal with the unsaturated controls in a group when one or more controls is saturated. First, all controls in that group may be held fixed at the values commanded at the point of saturation of any control in that group. Second, the fact of saturation may be ignored, and the unsaturated controls driven without regard. The latter interpretation is the authors' understanding of current implementations of daisy-chaining, based on reference 19 .
Direct Allocation
Direct control allocation is accomplished by first determining the attainable moment subset (AMS) for the given controls' effectiveness and physical constraints, and then determining which of the bounding facets of the AMS contains the intersection of the half-line in the direction of the desired moment. The magnitudes and ratios of the controls are determined from this intersection by a pre-computed 3x3 matrix multiplication of a vector in the direction of the desired moment. The matrices used are related to the geometry of the AMS, and bear no simple relationship to the methods used in generalized inverse or daisy-chaining methods.
Moment-Rate Allocation
The vector ṁ is related to u in the same manner as m is related to u, or ṁ = Bu . The individual rates {u i } have minimum and maximum limits. In the constrained control allocation problem we have m = Bu with effector position {u i } minimum and maximum limits. The two problems are therefore identical except for the values of the limits and the interpretation of the results. Whereas we had the constrained control allocation problem, we now have the constrained control rate problem, and we speak of the Attainable Moment Rate Subset (AMRS). We may use the direct allocation method to determine the control rates u that yield the ṁ in any direction in moment-rate space, with the assurance that the individual control rates are within their limits. If any ṁ is not attainable with some admissiblė u , then the direct allocation scheme scales the ṁ to that which is on the boundary of the AMRS.
As a control allocation scheme, we differentiate the desired moment and use direct allocation to determine the control rates that yield the moment rate, whence at any time t
in which u (ṁ) means u as a function of ṁ .
While this scheme will yield control rates corresponding to moment rates up to and including the maximum achievable, it is fairly useless in its present form for two reasons. First, there is no information regarding the position limits of the controls in the formulation. This means that in general it will never yield admissible solutions on the boundary of the AMS and worse, that the subset of moments for which it does yield admissible solutions will depend on the past history of the moment demands followed. Second, all of the allocation schemes previously discussed had the desirable feature that m = {0} u = {0}. Using the AMRS and direct rate allocation we are only guaranteed that m = {0} u (B), the null space of B. Thus, after maneuvering for some period of time and returning to straight and level flight, the control surfaces almost certainly will be in non-zero positions, mutually canceling out the moments generated by each other.
Before addressing these objections we consider the problem of implementing such a scheme. Virtually every automatic flight control system operates in discrete intervals of time t in which all the computations are made based on information at the beginning of the interval. In obtaining ṁ one would reasonably expect to divide the change m by t. Having determined u the controls u would be advanced by an amount u = u t . We may therefore confine our attention to a single cycle, or frame of the computations to determine the u that yields some given m. Within this frame the control effectiveness is the same as in the global problem, but the upper and lower limits on the controls are determined by the maximum and minimum rates operating in time t, or by the presence of a fixed position limit.
The rate-based allocation scheme is then equivalent to a local constrained control allocation problem, in which m = B u is to be solved for u with constraints on u determined by how far the controls can travel in one frame (based on rate-limits or fixed position limits, whichever is more restrictive). We may think of a smallish AMS moving around within the larger AMS with the origin of the AMS at the location of the current total control generated moment which moves according to allocation within the AMS.
We now confine our discussion to the AMS problem. During any frame in which the m demand is not on the boundary of the AMS the required changes in control u are less than maximum. We may utilize the unused u capabilities to drive the controls toward solutions that are guaranteed to lie within the AMS and for which m = {0} u = {0}. Denote by u any u that lies in (B), u = u | B u = 0, u 0 . Then we may add any such component to our solution to obtain another equally valid one since B u + u = B u.
Denote by u the solution to the AMS problem described above. If there exists some u such that u + u is admissible (lies within the frame-wise constraints of the controls), then we may use u to drive u toward some solution that has the desired properties, i.e., yields admissible solutions for attainable moments and yields zero control deflections for zero moment demands. Such a solution is direct control position allocation, u DA If there is no admissible u + u then the control deflections will evolve according to equation (1) . Anytime m is strictly within AMS then we may cause the control deflections to evolve towardu DA .
Let u k and m k be the control and moment vectors at the beginning of these computations, m k+1 = m k + m and u k+1 = u k + u + u at the end. We take for u some scalar multiple K of the restoring vector u Rest defined as u Rest = u DA -u k + u . The direct allocation solution u DA to the global allocation problem corresponds to m k+1 . The vector u Rest points from where we are to where we wish to go. Because u DA and u k + u are solutions for m k+1 , u Rest lies in the null space of B. Then u = Ku Rest = K u DA -u k -u , and
Note in equation (2) that if K = 1 then u k+1 = u DA , so we wish 0 K 1. The chosen value of K is the largest in that range for which u is admissible within the frame-wise limits on travel. In the implementation used in the following comparisons, K is so determined using comparisons of each element of the vector u + Ku Rest with their minimum and maximum frame-wise limits, beginning with K = 1 and reducing it as necessary.
As a further implementation issue, it is possible for the frame-wise limits on one or more of the controls to become zero when the global position limits prevail. In that event the origin of the AMS may coincide with its boundary. This is a serious problem for an algorithm that calculates intersections of lines from the origin with that boundary 12 . It was necessary to provide a fuzzy boundary by restricting the minimum frame-wise limits on u to a small number, ± u Max -u Min /100.
COMPARISONS Method
In overview, we will take a representative control configuration with associated control effector position limits.
The rate limits used will not be representative of any actual configuration for reasons that will be explained. We will subject each allocation scheme to a time-varying moment demand m d (t) . Without changing the path that m d
follows in moment space, we will determine the maximum |ṁ d | for each allocation scheme. The maximum is the value for which any single control rate exceeds its rate limit at any instant as m d is varied. Thus the allocation scheme that has the greatest maximum |ṁ d | can respond to faster-varying moment demands without any control effector suffering rate limiting.
Various rate-limiting figures of merit were considered for comparison in this paper, including norms and weighted norms of the vector of control rates. These measures do not tell us if a particular control effector is ratelimited. Here we are interested in comparing the rates at which the various control allocation schemes drive individual control effectors in response to a time-varying moment demand. The only meaningful comparison in this sense is binary: if no control effector rate demand exceeds its rate capability, then the allocation scheme is performing satisfactorily, otherwise it is not. We therefore take as our first figure of merit the maximum moment rate a particular allocation scheme can respond to within the rate limits of the control effectors.
As a second figure of merit, we take the maximum moment generating capabilities of the allocation methods.
The absolute maximum moment generating capabilities of any allocation scheme is the Attainable Moment Subset (AMS) 11, 12, 13 . The size and shape of the AMS is a function of the controls' effectiveness and their limits of deflection. Different allocation schemes yield admissible solutions in some subset of the AMS (and thus have their own attainable moment subsets). The figure of merit for maximum moment generating capabilities is the percentage of the AMS (by volume) that a given allocation scheme can generate 20 .
One important aspect of the AMS warrants emphasis: solutions to the allocation problem for moment demands that lie on the boundary of the AMS are unique. Because the solutions are unique, so are the control rates associated with changing moment demands along the surface of the AMS. The nearer any allocation scheme approaches the boundary of the AMS, the nearer its admissible solutions will become to the unique solutions. Therefore the control rates demanded by any allocation scheme will become near the control rates required along the surface for suitably large moment demands. In the strict interior of the AMS there are an infinite number of solutions to the allocation problem. It is only within the strict interior of the AMS that there is any flexibility at all in choosing the rate demand characteristics of allocation schemes.
There are many other concerns that should be addressed before any comparison can be considered complete.
The two addressed in this paper are among the most important. Rate-limiting must be addressed because it adversely influences flying qualities and may have potentially catastrophic consequences. The volume of moment generating capability is of major concern since a deficiency in this criterion translates directly to a loss in potential maneuverability, or to the extra weight of controls that must be borne to achieve some desired level of maneuverability.
Control Configuration
The control effectiveness matrix and control position limits are loosely based on an F-18 airplane at 10,000 ft, Mach 0.23, and 30˚ angle-of-attack. Left and right rudders were combined. Leading and trailing edge flaps were not considered, but made-up thrust vectoring capabilities were included. Choice of individual control rate limits will greatly affect the comparison results. It is very easy to select a set of individual control rate limits that will "show"
any given allocation scheme superior to the others for some input time history. The actual rate limits of the F-18 controls are presumably tailored to the way in which the existing control law apportions it control efforts, which is different from any of the allocation schemes investigated. In order to not unnecessarily bias the results, we take each control rate limit to be the same (100˚ per second). We take u T = {u 1 ... The moment rate demand of the sinusoidal input Asin( t), is given by A cos( t), so the maximum rate demand of a constant amplitude input is proportional to the frequency. The magnitude of the moment rate demand of the triangular sawtooth is constant for a given amplitude A and period T, and is given by 4A/T. For a given trial, the amplitude of the periodic input was held constant and the frequency was varied to determine the point at which a given allocation scheme saturated. For each allocation scheme except moment-rate allocation, saturation was determined by rate-saturation of any individual control effector; for moment-rate allocation, saturation was determined by position saturation of any individual control effector.
We choose for our third path m d (t) that sweeps through moment space varying in magnitude and direction but with constant |ṁ |. The path chosen consists of a helix; it corresponds to no known maneuver (although this institution's resident over-the-hill fighter pilot claims the resulting maneuver is the classic "octafloogaron," such a maneuver is not described in any reputable source, e.g., reference 21). The axis of the helix was taken as the pitching-moment axis, because the range of attainable pitching moment coefficients is normally much greater than that of either rolling or yawing, which were about equal. For this helix, we have
C l = Asin( t), C n = Acos( t), and C m = C m Min + C m t/t f
A is the radius of the helix, C m is the length of the pitching-moment axis traversed, and t f is the final time.
Each helix employed began at C l = 0, C m = C m Min , and C n = C n Max . The helix proceeds in a clockwise fashion as viewed from the negative C m axis for two and one-half revolutions. A typical path is shown in figure 1 .
The moment rate ṁ is given by {A cos( t), -A sin( t), C m /t f } T , which has magnitude |ṁ | = [ ]
Three different circular amplitudes were selected corresponding to the values of C l and C n in the single axis cases. For each trial A, C m Min , C m , and the number of rotations about the C m axis were held constant so that the path was fixed in moment space. The value of |ṁ | was varied (yielding different values of and t f ) to determine the point at which a given allocation scheme rate-saturated (with the same interpretations as above).
Control Allocation Schemes
Of the four control allocation schemes to be considered, only the generalized inverses and daisy-chaining require decisions to be made. There are an infinite number of generalized inverse solutions to this problem.
Likewise, there are several ways in which the controls may be partitioned for daisy-chaining, and possibly an infinite number of inverses for each partition of the B matrix.
Generalized inverse solutions are typically poor in their ability to fill the volume of the AMS. The pseudoinverse for our example filled only 22% of the AMS, and most of the input moment time histories were outside the volume for which it yielded admissible solutions. There are methods available to determine the generalized inverse that attains the maximum volume of the AMS 11, 20 . The maximum volume generalized inverse for our assumed configuration fills 49% of the AMS and was a significant improvement in moment generating capabilities over the pseudo-inverse. For the small moment demands that both the pseudo-inverse and the maximum volume generalized inverse yielded admissible solutions the latter demonstrated similar rate limiting characteristics, and is used subsequently. It is given by (5) With respect to the volume of moments attainable by daisy-chaining solutions, the authors have mapped the attainable moments of some representative daisy-chaining solutions using a brute force point-and-shoot analysis. For various directions in moment space, the magnitude of the moment vector was scaled until one control in the kth group was just saturated. The results showed that the subset of attainable moments thus determined was concave in several regions with curved bounding surfaces. Here we have estimated the volume of the moments attained by the daisy-chaining solution by determining the volume of the convex hull of a large set of moments determined by pointing-and-shooting. This estimate is somewhat generous, since it fills in the concavities of the actual bounding surface. The volume of the AMS attained using this daisy-chaining formulation was approximately 59%.
Results and Discussion
The AMS (figure 1) has maximum dimensions: 
Representative Time Histories
To illustrate some of the ideas introduced in this paper, the behavior of one of the eight control effectors during helical inputs is examined. From equation (4) the daisy-chaining solution utilizes the left horizontal tail primarily for roll, secondarily for yaw, and thirdly for pitch control. Thus it presents a sinusoidal time history that roughly tracks the generalized inverse solution in mean deflection. The fact that daisy-chaining has twice saturated the left horizontal tail is normal, and the thrust vectoring controls are utilized to compensate. For the relatively small moment demands of this helix momentrate allocation utilizes most of the control rate capability to track higher moment rates, and little of that capability restoring to the direct allocation solution.
The left horizontal tail rates corresponding to figure 3 are shown in figure 4 . Only moment-rate allocation is using the maximum rate capabilities of this control, but it is also using similar capabilities for the other controls as well. None of the other three allocation schemes comes close to rate-limiting of the left horizontal tail, but at least one other control has rate-limited for each. For the helical inputs, the (rate-) limiting control was the rudder for daisy-chaining, left thrust vectoring nozzle for the generalized inverse, and right thrust vectoring nozzle for direct allocation. This is the reason for selecting all actuator rates to be the same, since increasing the rate capability of any one of the three controls would improve the performance of the associated allocation method (but in general only for helical paths of moments such as shown in figure 2 ).
We now address the helical moment path of radius 0.06. The path is similar to figure 2 except for the limits on C l , C m , and C n . Figure 5 is again the left horizontal tail history. The generalized inverse solution is the same benign pitch control, but with larger deflections. There are more extended periods of saturation by daisy-chaining but it is otherwise similar to figure 3. For a large part of the history the direct allocation solution resembles an amplified version of that in figure 3 , indicating that the moment demands is sweeping the facets of the AMS along the same or a similar path at greater magnitude. The moment-rate allocation scheme is now sticking much closer to the direct allocation solution, sacrificing moment-rate generating capability to avoid position saturation.
The associate rates are shown in figure 6 . The generalized inverse makes small demands on horizontal tail rates for this particular path because the pitching moment rate is low relative to rolling and yawing. Direct allocation demonstrates the same behavior as in figure 4 showing that for the same moment rate its actuator rate-demand behavior is a function of path rather than of magnitude. The large spike in the moment-rate allocation trace is caused by its attempt to catch-up with the direct allocation solution as the latter makes a rapid change.
The effects of position saturation is seen from the responses of the generalized inverse and daisy-chaining solutions. Both of these methods saturated in response to the helical path of radius 0.06 (in the case of daisychaining, this means that the thrust vectoring controls were position-saturated as well). Figure 7 shows the rolling moment coefficient (yawing is similar), and figure 8 the pitching moment coefficient. The solid line in each is the moment demand placed on the allocation method, and the dashed lines are the moments delivered by the two methods. Both demonstrate large errors, and their rate-demand results will be excluded from further analysis. A position-saturated control has zero rate which speaks favorably if rate demands are the only criterion, but this is an artificial gain.
Single-Axis Inputs
Single-axis input results are presented in figures 9-14. The vertical axis of each graph is the magnitude of the rate of change of the moment coefficients. The height of each column is the maximum rate that the indicated wave form could be presented to the allocation scheme before some control effector reached rate saturation (DA, GI, DC) or position saturation (MRA). The absence of a column for a particular moment amplitude (or helical radius)
indicates that the allocation scheme did not yield admissible solutions over some portion of the moment trajectory.
From figures 9-14 it is clear that moment rate allocation accommodates the highest moment rate demands for any given condition. It is difficult to say which is the worst method, since in many cases generalized inverses and/or daisy-chaining were eliminated due to position limiting. However, of the eleven cases in which all four allocation schemes were providing admissible solutions, daisy-chaining was worst in eight cases and direct allocation worst in three. In one of those eleven cases ( figure 9 , amplitude of 0.02) the difference between direct allocation and daisychaining was unremarkable. The generalized inverse (where admissible) compared favorably with moment rate allocation in the longitudinal and directional cases (figures 10, 11, 13, and 14), but fell far short with lateral inputs applied (figures 9 and 12).
Figures 9-14 permit us to demonstrate the effects of amplitude, direction, and shape of the input. For a given direction it is seen that both direct allocation and the generalized inverse have the same rate-limiting characteristics for both shapes of inputs and for all amplitudes for which admissible solutions existed. That is, the results for either of these allocation schemes are constant in a given graph, and the same whether the input is sinusoidal or sawtooth.
This is true for both because the rule that determines the control rates is linear and depends only on the moment rates. Moment rate allocation and daisy-chaining's rate-limiting characteristics, because of the complicated and nonlinear relationships involved, show dependencies not only on moment rates but on the direction, amplitude, and shape of the input. The only generalization possible for these two methods is that neither improves with increasing amplitude of the input.
Helical Inputs
Results of the helical moment demands are summarized in figure 15 . Helical inputs may be viewed as a combination of lateral and directional sinusoids, superimposed upon longitudinal sawtooth inputs. The helical input caused a great degradation in the rate-limiting characteristics of direct allocation. The maximum moment rate sustainable by direct allocation was much less than the lowest of the corresponding single-axis inputs, causing this method to be far and away inferior to the others (where such other solutions were admissible) for multi-axis inputs.
Only one admissible result was obtained for daisy-chaining, and no conclusions may be drawn from this datum.
Again, moment rate allocation was clearly superior to other methods that provided admissible solutions. It is interesting to note that the generalized inverse solution would have bested moment rate allocation for a helical radius of 0.04 s -1 had it been admissible. This does not contradict the fact that moment rate allocation provides maximum control rates for given moment rates, since the allocation method is restricted from applying those control rates by the imposition of the position limits of the controls. In other words, in the presence of position limiting the generalized inverse is limited in the moments it can generate, while moment rate allocation is limited by the moment rates it can generate.
Admissible Solutions Figure 16 summarizes the percentage volume of the AMS for which each allocation scheme yields admissible solutions. Because the volumes of moments involved are irregular shapes, the point at which either the generalized inverse or daisy-chaining fails to provide admissible solutions is very much direction dependent, but is generally consistent with the results in figure 16 . Direct and moment rate allocation by design and definition yield admissible solutions over 100% of the AMS.
CONCLUSIONS
From the standpoint of actuator rate demands, the safest form of control allocation is the generalized inverse. In moment-rate generating capabilities it behaves as if there were three uncoupled control effectors. However, its ability to provide admissible solutions for physically attainable moments is very limited. The generalized inverse used in this comparison was the optimal solution in terms of its ability to provide such admissible solutions. It was obtained by a computationally intensive optimization procedure and will not be available in a real-time implementation with continuously varying control effectiveness. The actual generalized inverse available for implementation will be more limited in its ability to provide admissible solutions for physically attainable moments.
The worst method overall is daisy-chaining. Its moment-rate generating capabilities are generally poor, although it may prove to be superior to direct allocation for multi-axis demands. Its ability to provide admissible solutions for physically attainable moments was comparable to that of the generalized inverse. While the results presented are quite specific to the assumed control configuration, it is felt that in general daisy-chaining should be used only when prioritization of control usage is absolutely necessary.
Direct allocation is guaranteed to fully exploit the moment-generating capabilities of a given control configuration. It can attain reasonably good single-axis moment rates, but suffers greatly in multi-axis inputs. Direct allocation alone is probably not the answer to control allocation problems, but rather should serve as the basis for extending results and developing better allocation methods.
Moment-rate allocation is the best method for attaining single-or multi-axis moment rates. It is the only method examined that explicitly considers both position and rate limits of the control effectors. Moment-rate allocation was heavily penalized in the multi-axis comparisons because the magnitude of the moment-rate was constant and there were no periods of "relief" during which the solutions could restore toward those of the direct allocation method. If it is determined that actual aggressive maneuvering is characterized by brief periods of high moment-rate demand interspersed with longer periods of low moment-rate demand, then moment-rate allocation may offer even greater advantages over the other methods discussed. 
